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The suppression of turbulence by the ExB flow shear and parallel flow shear is studied in an 
arbitrary shape finite aspect ratio tokamak plasma using the two point nonlinear analysis previously 
utilized in a high aspect ratio tokamak plasma [Phys. Plasmas 1, 2940 (1994)]. The result shows that 
only the ExB flow shear is responsible for the suppression of flute-like fluctuations. This 
suppression occurs regardless of the plasma rotation direction and is, therefore, relevant for the very 
high (VH) mode plasma core as well as for the high (H) mode plasma edge. Experimentally 
observed in-out asymmetry of fluctuation reduction behavior can be addressed in the context of flux 
expansion and magnetic field pitch variation on a given flux surface. The adverse effect of neutral 
particles on confinement improvement is also discussed in the context of the charge exchange 
induced parallel momentum damping. © 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the high (H)-mode has first been discovered in the 
Axisymmetric Oivertor Experiment l (ASOEX), there has 
been considerable experimental and theoretical progress in H 
mode physics. To date. fluctuation suppression by flow shear 
remains as one of the best hypothesis to explain not only the 
confinement improvement which occurs at the plasma edge 
at the low (L) to high (H) transition?,3 but also radial broad
ening of the improved confinement zone into the plasma core 
which occurs during the very high (VH) mode phase.3 Since 
the most extensive H mode studies and VH mode studies 
accompanied by fluctuation measurements have been per
formed on strongly shaped tokamaks with divertor such as 
om-o,3 previous cylindrical theories4.5 and more recent 
theory6 in high aspect ratio near circular toroidal plasma can
not address all the important physics issues. In particular, for 
more meaningful quantitative comparison to experimental 
data, the flow shear induced fluctuation suppression criterion 
for noncircular shape, finite aspect ratio tokamak plasma is 
needed. 

In this work, we extend the previous two-point nonlinear 
theory of flow shear induced fluctuation suppression in near 
circular, high aspect ratio toroidal plasma6 to arbitrary shape, 
finite aspect ratio toroidal plasma using orthogonal flux co
ordinates (I/I,O,cp). In particular, our formalism allows us to 
address the in-out asymmetry of fluctuation reduction 
behavior7 in the context of the shaping and finite aspect ratio 
associated effects such as flux expansion and poloidal varia
tion of the local magnetic field pitch on a given flux surface. 

Our results indicate that fluctuation suppression occurs 
when the decorrelation rate of the ambient turbulence A Wr is 
exceeded by the shearing rate Ws due to the flow shear, given 
below: 

where 111/101 R B 8' R A cp, and J B A 17 are the correlation 
lengths of the ambient turbulence in the radial, toroidal, and 
parallel (to B) directions, respectively, and 
J=(Vl/lxVcp·VO)-1 is the Jacobian. From this we conclude 
that: (i) For flute-like fluctuations with A 17}> 1, the shearing 
rate is determined by ExB flow only. Therefore, a simple 
formula w.,=ICAl/lo/Acp)82 <Po(I/I)lal{!21 is applicable not 
only at the edge where the poloidal rotation is appreciable 
but also at the core where plasma rotates mainly in toroidal 
direction. For fixed Acp and I1ro, the shearing rate is higher 
at the large major radius side due to flux expansion 
(Al/lo=RBoAro). (ii) For ballooning-like fluctuations 
(A 17-7T'), a( VII/J B)I 8l{! term also contributes to the shearing 
rate. For fixed A 17, this term is also large at the large major 
radius side due to poloidal variation of the local magnetic 
field pitch. (iii) If the neoclassical theory expression for VII 
is used, the charge-exchange induced parallel momentum 
damping is predicted to reduce the shearing rate. This quali
tatively agrees with the experimental observation that the 
presence of neutral particles has adverse effects on confine
ment improvement. 8 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Sec. II, the two-point correlation function evolution equation 
in flux coordinates is derived and analyzed. Then the general 
criterion for flow shear suppression of fluctuation is pre
sented. In Sec. III, the ExB flow shear suppression criterion 
for flute-like fluctuation is discussed in detail in relation to 
experimental observations. Finally, the role of paraJlel flow 
and neutral particles is discussed in Sec. IV. 
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II. TWO-POINT CORRELATION IEVOLUTION IN FLUX 
COORDINATES 

Following the previous work,4-6 we start from a one
field fluid model in which the fluctuating field 8H is con
vected by the equilibrium flow VO=VE+ Vllb, and the fluc
tuating ExB flow V E , 

(1) 

where VE=E~O)xB/B2, VE=BxVbl:PIB2, and S is the driv
ing source of the turbulence. Linear dissipation and subdomi
nant nonlinearities other than Ex B nonlinearity are ignored 
for simplicity. In strongly shaped tokamaks, a natural repre
sentation of the small scale (high mode number) fluctuating 
field is provided by the ballooning formalism in flux coordi
nates, 

8H(I/I,B,¢)= 2: e in <P2: e- imO J d17 eis8Hn ( 17,1/1), 
n In 

(2) 

where ¢ and B are the toroidal angle and poloidal angle, 
respectively, 17 is the ballooning coordinate, 1/1 is the poloidal 
flux, and S==n{¢- fOdB v+ f"'dl/l k(I/I)} is the eikonal 
which describes the fast variation of 8H across B. Note that 
B·VS=O is satisfied. In this coordinate system, B=V¢xVI/I 
+I(I/I)V¢, B",=I(I/I)IR, and Bo=IVI/IIIR. 

The Jacobian is given by J==(Vl/lxV¢·VB)-t, and 
vsIJI R2 is the local pitch of magnetic field which can vary 
on a flux surface; q(I/I)=(1!2'TT)p dB v is the magnetic 
safety factor. Since 

we have 

(3) 

In this work, <1>0 is assumed to be a flux function, mean
while VIIIlB is allowed to vary on a given flux surface in 
general. The expression for the ExB nonlinear term in flux 
coordinate is given by Frieman and Chen.9 The two-point 
correlation evolution equation is then derived following the 
standard procedurelO of symmetrization with respect to 
(1/I1>¢l,17t> and (1/I2,¢2,TJ2) followed by ensemble average: 

{a (, a I a) 
at + 1/1- o,~", a¢_ +0,11'" aYJ-

a a2 
-} + 17-0,,10 --D:!! -:;:;:T (8H(1)8H(2»=S2· 

aYJ- 8'f'_ 
(4) 

Here, the radial shear of the angular rotation frequency· in 
perpendicular and parallel directions is given by 

and 

a2 

n.~",==- (J~ <1>0(1/1) 
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(5) 

(6) 

The poloidal variation of the parallel angular frequency is 
given by 

(7) 

In Eq. (4), Sz is the source term for the two-point corre
lation function and the EXB nonlinearity is approximated as 
a turbulent diffusion along the perpendicular direction. l1 At 
small separation, the relative diffusion D"!! has the following 
asymptotic form: 

where Deff=AwyA¢Z/4 is proportional to the diffusion co
efficient at large separation. The decorrelation dynamics due 
to the coupling of the flow shear and turbulent diffusion can 
be studied by taking various moments of the left-hand side 
(LHS) of Eq. (4); 

and 

ail/l:")=o, 

z { ( 177:) ( ¢7: ) ( 1/17:) } 
at{¢_}=4Deff A172 + A¢2 + AI/Ig 

+ 20, ~ ",( 1/1- 4>-), 

at( 177:) = 20,1",( 1/1- 17-) + 20"lo{ 177:), 

at ( 1/1- ¢-} = o'i iifl-) , 

at ( 1/1- 17-) = 0"1"'(~) + o"lo( 1/1- TJ-), 

Here, 

(A(17- ,¢- ,1/1-» 

"'" J d17'- d¢'- dl/l'- G( 17- ,¢- ,I/I-ITJ'- ,¢'- ,1/1'-) 

XA( 17'- ,¢'- ,1/1'-), 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

and G is the two point Green's function for the LHS of Eq. 
(4). 

Integration of Eqs. (9)-(14) yields a solution which has 
the following asymptotic form for AWrt> I: 

+ (l-20 lielAwr)A 172 

X( 17-+ AW~~"'Olio 1/1- f]e LlWTt
• 

(15) 
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Here. D IIO ~ IJ.wT, implying weak poloidal variation of the 
parallel angular rotation is assumed. Equation (I5) yields the 
eddy lifetime and is a function of the initial separation be
tween two nearby points, 

(16) 

where [ ... ] is the expression multiplying e!1wTt on the right
hand side (RHS) of Eq. (15). We recall that Eq. (8) implies 
[ ... ]< I. The radial correlation length IJ.rt= IJ. 1/11 RB 0' is re
duced by the flow shear relative to its value IJ.ro= IJ. 1/101 RB 0' 

determined by ambient turbulence alone: 

( 
IJ. ,I, ) 2 w 2 

_'1'_0. =1+_"_ 
IJ.I/I IJ.w}· 

(J 7) 

Therefore, we expect that fluctuation suppression occurs 
when the decorrelation rate of the ambient turbulence IJ. WT is 
exceeded by the shearing rate, ws: 

( IJ.I/IO)2j a (VII)!2 /1 a (VII) / 12 + IJ. 'YJ al{! JB 1- ae JB IJ.wT 

III. ExB FLOW SHEAR SUPPRESSION OF 
FLUTE-LIKE FLUCTUATIONS 

(18) 

For flute-like fluctuations with 1J.17~ I, only the first term 
(EXB flow shear) on the RHS of Eq. (I8) is important. It is 
important to note that this is true regardless of the plasma 
rotation direction. In particular, even at core region of VH 
mode where plasma rotates in the toroidal direction, it is 
ExB flow shear not the parallel flow shear which contributes 
to the fluctuation suppression. We note that a heuristic ap
proach based only upon modification of the linear 
propagatorl2 has reached a conclusion different from our 
two-point nonlinear theory. Despite its simplicity, the first 
term on the RHS of Eq. (18) still contains quantities which 
are not directly measured experimentally to date. This fact 
leads to a number of different possibilities in discussing the 
implications of Eq. (18) for the in-out asymmetry of fluc
tuation reduction behavior. 7 At present, there exists little ex
perimental evidence to determine which version is better. 
(i) If the ambient flute-like turbulence is such that lJ.l/Jo. and 
IJ.cp are constant on a given flux surface, the ExB shearing 
rate 

is also a constant on a given flux surface. This assumption of 
constant IJ.l/lo and Ilcp is plausible from a purely theoretical 
point of view (in particular, if the linear eigenmode structure 
is maintained in nonlinear regime J3

) because the radial width 
of the linear eigenmode is determined by the spatial variation 
rate of flux functions in flux unit, for example, magnetic 
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shear, radial variation of the diamagnetic drift frequency, or 
the distance between neighboring rational surfaces. (jj) An
other possibility comes from more practical considerations, 
i.e., the constraints set by the experimental arrangements. 
Since the density fluctuation measurement via microwave 
scattering is performed for a number of specific values of k (I 
which is determined by the scattering geometry, and what is 
measured directly from diagnostics such as reflectometer. or 
beam emission spectroscopy is the radial correlation length 
Ilr, rather than Ill/J, it is more useful to write wsE in terms of 
1J.0 and IJ. r. Since flute-like fluctuations align along B, we 
have Ilcp::::. vll0, where 110 is the poloidal correlation angle. 
Then, ExB shearing rate can be written as 

( 
RB ollro) l 82 I 

wsE== vIJ.0 lal{!2 <l>o(l/J) . (19) 

Then, for fixed 1J.0 and Ilro, WsE varies like 
RBo/v~(RBo)2IrB",'Y.R3, and the shearing rate is signifi
cantly higher at the large major radius side. We recall that the 
origin of the major radius dependence is flux expansion 
(Ill/J= R B oil r) and the variation of the local magnetic pitch 
v. Future density fluctuation measurements at the small ma
jor radius side l4 can shed more light into understanding tIle 
in-out asymmetry of fluctuation reduction behavior. It is re
markable that Eq. (19) (with v=rB",IRBo and lJ.e= lIkoro) 
has been deduced earlier2 from the previous cylindrical 
theory4 by a proper generalization of the radial derivative to 
flux coordinates and requiring <1>0 to be a flux function. In 
Ref. 2, an approximation 

laa~f =IRBo a: RBo aa:f =(RBo)2Ia~2 <1>012 

has been made to deduce Eq. (19) from the previous cylin
drical result. Although this approximation is justified at the 
edge of H mode plasma (the topic in Ref. 2), the radial varia
tion of R B 0 must be taken into account for fluctuation sup
pression at the core which occurs at H to VH transition. Our 
toroidal theory shows that IRB o( a21 arJi2) <1>01 rather than 
ICJI8l{!)RB(J(J<I> oI8l{!) I is the correct expression even in the 
absence of an additional assumption of sharp E r variation. 
Recent magnetic braking experiment on VH mode in DIII-D 
indeed shows that there is a clear reduction in the thermal 
diffusivity in the same region where the shear in E,IRBo has 
changed. ls Another subtle difference is that. while Ref. 2 
implies that RBo/v on the RHS of Eq. (19) should be evalu
ated after the fluctuation suppression, the present toroidal 
theory indicates that RBo/v should be the value before the 
suppression. Although this difference is not significant in 
most cases. it may lead to quantitative difference in the 
elongation-ramp experiment l6 or the current-ramp 
experiment. '7 

IV. ROLE OF PARALLEL FLOW SHEAR AND 
NEUTRAL PARTICLES 

For ballooning-like fluctuations with ~ 'YJ~ 7£', the second 
term on the RHS of Eq. (18) is not negligible; the 
a( VIII J B)I ae term in the denominator produces an up-down 
asymmetry of the fluctuation suppression criterion and van-
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ishes at the midplane. To study the poloidal variation of 
a(VIIIJB)lal/J, we recall that VII cannot be arbitrary, and must 
satisfy the constraint, V· (n V)=O. If the density n is assumed 
to be a flux function, the parallel flow can be written as18 

V,,=K(if!)B+w(if!)I(if!)IB. Then using'v=lJ/R2, we obtain 

:J.= K(if!)I(if!) + w(if!) (B</»2 
JB l'R2 v B 

(20) 

Typically the second term on the RHS dominates at tokamak 
core where plasma rotates mainly in toroidal direction. 
Meanwhile. the first term tends to be significant at the edge 
where the poloidal rotation is appreciable. In DIll-D, the 
local magnetic pitch v is a lot smaller at the larger major 
radius side making the shearing rate Ws larger compared to 
that at the smaller major radius side. The variation of 1/vR2 
is relatively minor. The poloidal dependence of VIIIJB can be 
more clearly manifested in the following expression: 

(21) 

where the bracket indicates the flux-surface average value. 
It is well-known that wall conditioning is a key experi

mental requirement for obtaining enhanced confinement re
gime such as H mode.8 In this section, we show that the 
experimentally observed adverse effects of neutrals are 
qualitatively consistent with the flow shear suppression sce
nario. Although it is not entirely clear yet how accurately the 
neoclassical theory predicts plasma flow at the tokamak 
edge,19 we discuss the role of charge-exchange induced drag 
on parallel flow in modifying the shear suppression criterion 
in the context of the neoclassical theory prediction. 

Neoclassical theory predicts that, at steady state,20 

T _ -(vex> 
K(if!)- vlI(B2)+(v

cx
B2) I(if!)w(if!), (22) 

where Vex = n tI, au ) ex is the charge-exchange rate, and 11\ is 
the magnetic pumping rate. From Eq. (22), we obtain 

( 
1 B( vex) ) 

VII=w(if!)I(if!) ]j- vlI{B2) + (v
cx

B2) 

which clearly shows that the steady state value of VII is re
duced by the charge-exchange induced drag. Consequently, 
the presence of neutrals makes the flow shear suppression of 
fluctuation less effective. Furthermore, there is theoretical 
possibility that ionization process can enhance the fluctuation 
level of dissipative drift wave turbulence?I,22 This etfect can 
also enhance ambient turbulence decorrelation rate Ll WT , 

making the transition to enhanced confinement regime 
harder. 

Finally, in the absence of experimental indications on the 
parallel correlation angle Ll1], it will be illuminating to con
trast the two limiting cases, Ll1]-+oo and A 1]=11'. 
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